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Abstract
Managing privacy is a process in which people
continuously negotiate the boundaries of their personal
space. Time is embedded in and influences this
continuous
negotiation.
Digital
technologies
increasingly incorporate temporal elements, such as
allowing users to define the expiration date of social
network postings. Yet, researchers have not
systematically examined the effects of temporal
elements in privacy decision making. In this paper, we
review how existing information privacy research has
related to time in terms of three dimensions: duration,
timing, and past, present, and future modalities. Our
findings suggest that 1) duration has a negative
influence on information disclosure; 2) timing, in the
form of personal and external events, influences how
people make privacy decisions; and 3) sensemaking
that involves prior experience and planning for the
future affect privacy decisions. We discuss how privacy
decision making frameworks need to be adjusted to
account for a time perspective.

1. Introduction
Users exchange personal information in return for
benefits, such as financial rewards, personalization,
and online social identity on a variety of digital
technologies [1]. This communication about oneself to
others is commonly understood as information
disclosure. Information disclosure from users is the
major source of data that supports many digital
business models. For instance, smart speakers (e.g.,
Alexa) customize the search results based on users’
profile and historical search data. Social networking
sites (SNSs) personalize advertisements on the basis of
users’ disclosed information.
Greater information disclosure leads to information
privacy threats such as identity theft and cyberstalking.
Individuals become more hesitant to disclose their
personal data. Studies have found that users delete
online information, provide fake information, and even
abandon technology [2]. Companies need to develop
strategies to balance their objectives of encouraging
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information disclosure and protecting users’ privacy to
achieve business viability and sustainability.
Such strategies include implementing temporal
elements in digital technologies. For example, WeChat,
a popular social media application in China, allows
users to define the length of time for which their posts
are viewable by friends (e.g., “Last 3 days”). Similarly,
smart speaker Alexa can set up auto-deletion of voice
recordings at 3-month or 18-month marks. Facebook
Timeline organizes a user’s activities in a reversechronological manner that allows revisiting of the
“past” of a person. Twitter provides “Trendings” to let
users stay updated with the latest news and stories.
Although companies are offering temporal
“solutions” to users, the literature contains little
systematic understanding of their effects in relation to
information disclosure and privacy decision making.
Neither does it include a review of what is already
known about interfaces and tools that help users to
negotiate different temporal aspects of information
disclosure, such as long-term presentation of historical
data, duration of public postings, and timing of
disclosure. A review of the literature can shed light on
whether such temporal elements advance companies’
business goals of mitigating users’ privacy concerns
while encouraging users’ information disclosure.
We carry out a review of research on privacy and
information disclosure from a time perspective. The
research objectives of this paper are threefold: 1) to
review how existing literature has discussed time in the
context of information privacy; 2) to explore privacyprotective design recommendations that incorporate
time elements; and 3) to propose new research avenues
for privacy studies from a temporal perspective.

2. Conceptual Background
2.1. Privacy decision making and information
disclosure
Information privacy is defined as individuals’
ability to control data about themselves [3]. Scholarly
work has examined the relationship between privacy
concerns and other constructs, and developed the
Antecedent–Privacy Concern–Outcome (APCO) model
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[1], [4], [5]. Examples of antecedents of privacy
concerns include privacy experiences, privacy
awareness, personality differences, demographic
differences, culture/climate and so on [1]. The widely
studied outcomes include individuals’ information
disclosure intentions and behaviors [5].
Online users disclose their personal information
every day – for example, when they register for an ecommerce account with their phone number. One
consistent finding is that although individuals report
strong privacy concerns, they still keep disclosing
personal information online. This discrepancy between
the stated privacy concern and the actual disclosure
behavior is called the privacy paradox [6]. The privacy
paradox has been studied by researchers mainly from
two perspectives: normative and behavioral. The
normative perspective focuses on elements that
influence the objective benefits and costs of
information disclosure. It has advanced the privacy
calculus model, which states that people would weigh
the perceived benefits and perceived risks of
information disclosure to make privacy decisions [7].
The privacy calculus model continues to be actively
researched and referenced in studies of privacy
decision making (e.g., see [8]–[10]). The behavioral
perspective integrates principles from behavioral
economics and psychology, and believes that privacy
decision making is influenced by heuristics and biases
such as herding and anchoring effects [4], [11]. These
behavioral factors are independent from the objective
benefit-risk trade-offs and help explain deviations from
the normative accounts of user privacy decisions [12].

2.2. Time and time dimensions
In the studies of physical privacy, managing
privacy is viewed as a dialectic process in which
people can continuously negotiate and manage the
boundary of their personal space [13], [14]. Similarly,
in information privacy, privacy preferences and
judgments are assumed to be relative and malleable in
nature [12]. We posit that a concept of time is
implicitly embedded in the continuous negotiation of
information privacy. To fully understand information
disclosure behavior, research needs to account for time.
Time is an integral aspect of human lives. Time
provides standards for measurement, coordination,
regulation, and control [15]. We adopt Berends and
Antonacopoulou’s [16] three dimensions of time,
which were based on Adam’s seminal work on
timescapes [17]. The three dimensions allow us to
begin to understand the temporal effects in both the
normative and behavioral research streams.
The first dimension is duration, which describes the
degree of expansion in time [18]. In information

privacy and disclosure, duration manifests itself in
different ways, such as how long an individual has
used Facebook and how long a selfie has been shared.
Users’ privacy concerns and willingness to disclose
information might change over time.
The second dimension, timing, is about when
events happen, or when actions are undertaken. Timing
can be indicated by clock and calendars (clock time) or
by the occurrence of certain events (event time) [16].
In its relation to information privacy and disclosure,
timing is manifested in many different ways, such as
an emotional moment that triggers disclosure or a data
breach news that prevent sharing information.
The third dimension of time – the temporal
modalities of past, present, and future – is also referred
to as “inner time” [19]. Individuals can experience
their past and future in a cognitive process. This
dimension helps explain people’s present privacy
decision making by answering questions such as these:
How will prior privacy violation experience affect
disclosure behavior? How will identity management
goal influence disclosure decision?

3. Methodology
We started our literature search in the AIS “basket
of eight” information systems (IS) journals and two
computer science (CS) databases, ACM Digital Library
and IEEE Xplore. We searched for articles published
since 2000 which included the combination of
keywords “privacy” and “time” in the abstracts (in the
full text if abstract option was not available). This gave
us 1915 articles for initial screening. We then scanned
the titles and abstracts of each article and only included
articles that met the following criteria: 1) focused on
privacy decision making in a digital technology
setting; 2) explicitly mentioned one or more aspects of
time that map to duration, timing, or past-presentfuture modalities. 1907 records were excluded and
only 8 full-text articles were identified as relevant after
the initial screening.
To broaden the search, we adopted a backward
and forward approach [20]. We went backward by
reviewing the citations in the 8 articles. We then went
forward by using Google Scholar to identify papers
that have cited the 8 articles, as well as those deemed
relevant in the backward search. When we found new
relevant articles, we again examined them backward
and forward. This iterative process produced 29
additional papers. In total, 37 papers were included for
review (indicated with asterisks in the references).
We adopted an abductive method to code the
papers as this is an explorative research aiming at
inspecting an unexamined area; via juxtaposing
deductive and inductive approaches, we identified new
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constructs and relationships [21]. In terms of
deduction, we started with the three time dimensions
defined in the literature. Inductively, we abstracted
excerpts in each paper that matched these dimensions
(“quote”) and then developed more-refined constructs
of these dimensions describing how each dimension
was manifested in these excerpts (“new constructs”).
Then inductively, we identified “mechanisms” that can
explain how these new constructs affected privacy
decision making, such as by “decreasing content

relevance”. We also summarized the technology
context of each paper (“context”) and abstracted
recommendations for time-related interface design
when they were offered. The first author and two
research assistants first coded the articles
independently, then compared codes and addressed any
discrepancy through discussion. The coding results
were documented as a concept matrix [20] grouped by
dimension, new construct, and mechanism. Table 1
presents examples of the coding results.

Table 1. Coding results with sample quotes
New Constructs Mechanisms

Papers and Context
Social media: [22]–[30];
Cloud storage: [31] [32]
[33]; Smart device: [34]

Quote (example)

Increasing
visibility

Social media: [26], [28],
[30], [35]; Software
system: [36]

“[I tweeted] something sexual and my [T]witter at
the time was public, so I freaked out when I saw
that my brother’s screen name popped up on
Recommended Twitter.” [35]

Technology
age

Accumulating
knowledge /
awareness

Social media: [37]–[39];
Smart device: [40]–[43]

This [privacy] concern stems from increased
awareness [of potential threats]; recent smart
speaker mishaps, erroneous code used in them…
have led to an increasing [privacy] concern... [40]

User age

Increasing
attention to
private life

Social media: [38], [44];
General: [45]

[O]lder people are more privacy-protective than
younger people…[T]he increases in consumer
privacy concerns may be explained by a widening
in scope of the contexts in which privacy is
relevant. [45]

Personal
event

Major life
changes

Social media: [29], [30],
[46]

Emotional
experience

Social media: [22], [24],
[35], [47]

Reputational
challenges

Social media: [48];
Smart device: [49];
General: [50]

Technological
improvements

Social media: [46];
Software system: [51]–
[53]

Relentless &
sensational
reporting

Social media: [46];
Smart device: [54]

[E]lections and news about data breaches were
the most frequently mentioned global events
motivating changes. [46]

Prior
experience

Social media: [55];
Smart device: [54];
Recommender system:
[56]; General: [14]

[N]egative prior experience might make people
more cautious about the system’s access and use
of their data. [56]

Identity
management

Social media: [24][55];
Cloud storage: [57]

Users are concerned about information revelation
because they fear that a future employer might
look at their profiles. [55]

Reminiscence

Social media: [24]

“[A] lot of times Facebook is the way that I
remember stuff … And I like to go back and see
how … my silly friends and I were, back in the
day.” [24]

Decreasing
relevance

Timing

Duration

Information age

Temporal Modality

External
event

Reflection

Planning

“I don’t need [that photo] anymore and that folder
is full of junk photos”. [31]

The occurrence of life changes…reduces the
participants’ willingness to share information that
was published before the change occurred. [30]
“I was so frustrated at the time, posting a status
about it was a slight relief from the situation…”
[24]
[P]articipants’ concerns about the speaker tended
to intensify if they saw negative news [related to
the device]. [49]
“The [privacy warning] icons help me gauge
which permissions are influencing each risk level,
and that helps me manage which permissions to
accept or reject.” [51]
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4. Findings
Our findings present the new constructs that
provide more granular manifestation of the temporal
dimensions along with their mechanisms (in italics)
that explain how time renders differences in privacy
decision making. We report on design elements that
seem to recognize the role of time in mitigating privacy
concerns and encouraging information disclosure.

4.1. Finding I: time as duration – age of
information, technology, and user
Duration describes the degree of expansion in
time [18]. In information privacy, duration has been
manifested in three ways: information age, technology
age, and user age. Information age refers to the length
of time that content has been disclosed. Technology
age represents the length of time a technology has been
available to and used by an individual. User age refers
to an individual’s chronological age. The review
suggests that privacy concerns over disclosed data
increase with the passage of time, both in short and
long durations. For example, information age is present
in the time span of a Facebook post: The longer the
post has been disclosed, the older the information. A
poster’s willingness to share that information has been
found to decline as the information ages because of the
decreasing content relevance.
Although users might have different perceptions of
the recency of disclosed information, they tend to
believe that recent content is more relevant to both
self-representation and viewers’ interests [23], [24],
[26], [29]. One Facebook user said “[The post]
appealed to the nerd in me, but a month later was no
longer fresh” [23]. Decrease in relevance can result
from the decline in the contextual integrity of
information, which describes the extent to which the
information is interpreted in its original context [58],
[59]. As time passes, the original context in which the
information disclosure took place shifts, and the
contextual integrity of the information decreases. The
information becomes irrelevant in the changed context
and can be misinterpreted. This will reduce the
accuracy of information and can harm one’s privacy
[25], [28]. Therefore, an individual’s privacy concern
tends to increase, and disclosure willingness tends to
decline over time.
Digital technologies vary in handling information
age. Contrary to the automatic archiving feature on
Facebook, Snapchat adopts auto deletion mechanism.
This ephemerality element prevents the accumulation
of older and potentially embarrassing content for users
[27]. A study finds that with cloud technologies, such
as Dropbox and Google Drive, users no longer

remember or recognize the value of many old files as
time passes: “I don’t need [that photo] anymore, and
that folder is full of junk photos” [31].
Besides changing relevance, information age can
influence dissemination and hence lead to larger
viewing audiences and increasing content visibility.
The range of viewers can extend as technology users
grant access permissions to more friends, many of
whom are just virtual friends but strangers in real life.
The increasing numbers of viewers and the possibility
of unintended disclosure can lead to more cautious
disclosure from users. In addition, information that is
disclosed can later inspire regret and then be deleted
[23], [28], [29], [31]. For example, on SNSs, usergenerated posts can be viewed by more observers as
time passes, which can result in unintended disclosure.
One participant described how she was afraid that her
sensitive tweet might be seen by her brother: “[I
tweeted] something sexual and my [T]witter at the time
was public, so I freaked out when I saw that my
brother’s screen name popped up on Recommended
Twitter” [35].
In addition to information age, the reviewed
papers consider the age of technology. Technology age
refers to the length of time a technology has been
available to and used by the user; for example, a
household member began using a smart speaker at
home three years ago. The review shows that older
technology is associated with stronger privacy
concerns as users accumulate knowledge/awareness of
the technology. As individuals become more familiar
with the technology, they accumulate awareness of its
potential privacy threats and vulnerabilities. As a
result, users are more vigilant about fraudulent and
maladaptive behaviors and more aware of targeted
advertising practices; they become more strategic in
their disclosure of information [37], [38], [43]. When
people have a growing awareness of the risks
associated with disclosing personal information, they
adjust their privacy settings [39]. People become
increasingly private even when privacy is not explicitly
warranted [45]. Users’ privacy concerns become
stronger as they realize how insufficient the privacy
protections from technologies can be, as well as when
they realize the possible malfunctions of the
technologies [40]. A study on smart speaker uses finds
that privacy concerns were expressed due to accidental
activations of the devices: “There were times when the
speaker would activate without me saying the wake
word. This was a bit odd and it did leave me a bit
uneasy” [41].
Finally, age of a user refers to the length thus far
of a person’s lived life. Young people are found to be
less concerned about their privacy because they
perceive they have little to hide from the public,
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whereas older people realize their lapsed time has
made them more vulnerable and have learned to
strategically control their information disclosure to
reduce their vulnerability [38], [44]. Individual
differences in privacy expectations come about at
different ages because of increasing attention to one’s
private life. In one study, a participant responded, “I
know at school you’re like ‘whatever,’ it doesn’t
matter and it won’t come back to haunt me; but when
you go through uni and getting jobs, you think about it
a lot more” [38]. Another study concluded that “[t]he
increases in consumer privacy concerns may be
explained by a widening in scope of the contexts in
which privacy is relevant” [45].
The “duration” risks of information, technology,
and individual ages have not gone unnoticed in terms
of interface design. Several papers propose design
alternatives that can afford users control over older and
irrelevant information that can negatively influence
their identity management. For example, one interface
element is to establish an expiration date for
information [29], [30], [61]. Users can customize, at
the point of disclosure, when their information will be
revoked or destroyed [32], [33]. Alternatively, service
providers can set a standard expiration date. One study
finds that more than 50% of the sample would consider
certain information irrelevant two years after its initial
publication [30]. Additionally, SNSs can implement an
ephemerality mechanism that supports default deletion
to avoid long-term exhibition of content, similar to
Snapchat [27]. Another design element is simply to
obscure older information while emphasizing the
existence of more recent content [25], [26], [55]. Older
information can be moved from public or group access
to private archives [24].

4.2. Finding II: time as timing – occurrence of
personal and external events
Timing refers to when events happen or when
actions are undertaken [16]. In the reviewed papers,
timing dimension has been manifested as two types of
events: personal and external. Unlike the effects of
duration, which were somewhat homogenous on
information disclosure, the effects of timing showed
heterogeneity in impacting privacy decision making.
Personal events are occasions of or affecting a
particular user. Personal events include major life
changes, such as moving to a new city, graduation,
childbirth, and career changes. These life events could
lead to changes in users’ social circles and thus
influence their privacy decision making. Participants in
one study reported a reduced willingness to share
information that was published before changes
occurred in certain social relationships [30]. For

instance, colleagues in a law firm were not deemed an
appropriate audience for college-era party photos [46].
Personal events can trigger a strong emotional
experience that encourages disclosure [22]. But
disclosure of highly self-expressive or offensive
content might later be regretted [24], [35], [47]. Such
findings indicate that timing can influence users’
willingness to disclose information but also can
increase subsequent regrets. For example, one user
described how an emotional expression could be
improper afterwards: “I was so frustrated at the time,
posting a status about it was a slight relief from the
situation…. [Later on,] I thought my status may have
come off as a bit whiney or condescending…” [24].
External events are occasions that relate to or arise
from the surroundings of an individual, such as service
providers or society. Events of a specific technology
company can affect privacy decision making in the
form of reputational challenges [50]. For example,
users’ trust in and privacy concerns of a platform can
differ significantly after an accidental data breach on
the platform [48]. People’s privacy concerns will
intensify when they encounter negative news about
device manufacturers, related either to data use or to
device performance [49]. Moreover, company-level
events can impact disclosure behavior via
technological improvements. For example, Facebook
users claimed they would use privacy-protecting
features on the platform if they were available, such as
the “privacy checkup” tool and the “limit past
audience” tool [46]. Mobile phone users report that
they may change their privacy attitudes and stop using
applications if they are prompted with worrisome
privacy notices [51]–[53]. Additionally, external events
can play a role at the social level, via relentless and
sensational reporting (e.g., elections) [46], [62]. To
illustrate, the Facebook–Cambridge Analytica scandal,
in which millions of Facebook users’ personal data was
collected and sold for political purposes without
consent, was a society-wide controversy that affected
the trust among Internet users broadly, regardless of
whether they were Facebook users [54].
For interface designers, timing presents challenges
in managing the uncertainty around events. Interface
designers search for design solutions that can take into
account and predict the timing of events and the related
information disclosure behavior. Designers are
interested in attenuating individuals’ current emotional
states that later heighten privacy concerns; the goal is
to curtail regrets that can lead to deletions of content.
For example, two papers propose content-based
sentiment detection mechanisms [35], [47]; the
proposals are based on evidence that the timing of
emotional experience can influence users’ willingness
to disclose. If users receive an alert during a time of
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strong negative emotions, this alert can help users to
self-censor and to reduce postings that they later regret
and delete. Because negative emotions often
compromise users’ self-censoring capability, the
systems themselves might need to do more than alert
the user. One recommendation is to mark the negative
content with visual icons or texts [35].

4.3. Finding III: time as past, present, and
future modalities – reflection and planning
Time has past, present, and future modalities. This
dimension is about people’s subjective experiences of
time [16]. To illustrate, individuals’ current privacy
decision making can be the result of their reflection of
the past and planning for the future. On the one hand,
people learn from prior experience. They might follow
in their pattern of previous responses, or they might
adjust their reactions if they were not satisfied with the
previous outcome [14]. Individuals who have
experienced privacy invasions express higher privacy
concerns and exercise more caution regarding the
access and use of data [54], [56]. For example, when
making financial transactions online, people might
draw on their past experience with other merchandisers
to decide whether they think saving their mobile phone
number for future use is safe. If they start to receive
phone calls from unknown advertisers after disclosing
the information, they will adjust their behavior.
On the other hand, many people plan for the
future. Individuals take a prospective approach and are
concerned about the influence of current privacy
decisions on future action [14]. They might decide to
disclose or not to disclose information to satisfy certain
needs. One task that involves future planning and has
become more critical in recent years is identity
management. For example, for SNS users, public
profiles can reflect their self-image, affect how others
judge a person, and subsequently influence their longterm reputation [24], [55]. Some SNS users might
retain a picture of themselves attending an MIS
conference on SNSs because it reveals their enthusiasm
for their work in academia. However, inappropriate
content on SNSs can adversely affect individuals’
identity construction. Identity management relies on a
future orientation; a more complex use of time
modalities is relevant in reminiscence. Digital
technologies, such as Facebook Timeline, can act as
the curator of memories [24].
Considering the temporal modalities of past,
present, and future, researchers propose two distinct
mindsets in data management: retrospective and
prospective. Retrospective views manage digital items
based on past use, while prospective views manage
decisions based on future use. Most traditional

management tools are retrospective, but one study
suggests that prospective decision making also could
help in preventing sensitive data leakages [57]. The
study proposes a mobile application that enables users
to decide, prospectively, what to do with cloud data in
the future. One example was to delete selfies if the
available storage space dropped below a preset level.
This prospective approach considers potential future
uses of data to make keeping or discarding decisions.
However, tensions can arise. Because individuals have
long-term needs related to reminiscence, old data
might seem irrelevant in that they may raise greater
privacy concerns, but they nevertheless act as media of
recollection as time passes. Platforms such as SNSs
thus should provide a separate region for historical data
curation in addition to the public exhibition space [24].

4.4. Finding IV – time in technologies
The
reviewed
papers
addressed
varied
technologies, including social media, smart devices,
cloud storage, and various software systems. Although
SNSs dominate in terms of the numbers of studies, our
review does not find notable systematic differences
across technologies. However, this neglect of
systematic distinctions may occur because comparative
studies looking at different technologies and their
temporal elements are currently lacking. Hence, we can
only speculate about differences across technologies.
For example, one difference potentially arises from the
diverse range of recipients and holders of information
disclosed on different technologies. Data disclosed on
smart devices (e.g., smart speakers, activity sensors)
become available to the manufacturers or service
providers of these devices; on social media, posts are
viewable to both friends and strangers; emails and
cloud documents are usually accessed by and available
to people within professional networks. Different
technologies produce different audiences and involve
different durations and timings of disclosed
information. Some of these differences may affect how
individuals perceive the relationship between time
dimensions and privacy.

5. Implications for Research and Practice
5.1. Theoretical implications
The review findings introduce new constructs and
mechanisms and have implications for current privacy
decision-making research. The APCO model on
privacy concerns [4], though actively researched and
referenced in privacy decision-making studies, focuses
primarily on the factors that influence the initial
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privacy decision making. This review from a time
perspective suggests that examining the initial privacy
decisions is not sufficient to understand information
disclosure. The three time dimensions are considered
as static factors but can indicate implicit changes in
privacy decision making. For example, duration
indicates a length of time in which information age,
technology age, or user age can increase, leading to
changes in one’s information disclosure behavior.
First, the findings on duration demonstrate that
people’s intent to disclose can decrease as data,
technologies, or individuals age. This raises questions
about the widely accepted privacy calculus model.
Studies adopting this model consider perceived
benefits and perceived risks and costs simultaneously
and only once (e.g., see [8]–[10]). The implication of
our findings is that both perceived benefits and
perceived risks are subject to changes over time. The
privacy calculus model needs to be adjusted to reflect a
more process-oriented perspective that accounts for
change. Specifically, the privacy calculus model needs
to be extended to clarify the time span in which the
perceived benefits and risks are assessed. For example,
the perceived benefit of self-expression on SNS [8] can
diminish because the relevance of the content declines
over the information age. The perceived risk related to
health information sensitivity on healthcare-related
wearable devices [10] can increase as technology ages
because individuals become more aware of possible
risks from improper use of data.
This extension of time span is consistent with the
behavioral perspective. According to the hyperbolic
discounting theory [63], short-term gains tend to be
assigned greater weight compared with long-term
losses. If the time span of information disclosure is
relatively short, users pursue immediate gratification
and ignore potential privacy loss in the future. If users
assess the privacy issues related to disclosure within a
longer time span, such as a year, then both perceived
benefits and perceived risks become relatively distant.
The privacy calculus is affected because the perceived
privacy risks can be just as or more salient compared
with the perceived benefits.
The broader implication for future research is that
it needs to incorporate the time span element into
privacy decision making frameworks. Modified
frameworks can help address research questions, such
as how perceived benefits and perceived risks of
information disclosure change over time. Additional
questions include: Do these changes have a significant
effect on individuals’ disclosure behavior? How can
interface design help to preserve perceived benefits and
mitigate perceived risks in the long run?
Second, the findings on timing show that the
occurrence of personal and external events can make a

difference in people’s disclosure intentions and
behavior. Timing influences how individuals interact
with events [18]. Timing complicates the normative
approach to understanding privacy decision making.
The complication comes from the different weights
that people allocate to normative factors under
different circumstances. For example, personality
difference is one antecedent in the APCO model. Xu
[64] studies the differences in privacy attitudes toward
location-based services (LBS) between independent
people and interdependent people. If timing factors are
incorporated, however, results can be different. For
instance, negative emotional events might cause
independent people to assign less value to privacy and
display more favorable attitudes to LBS.
More broadly, the findings on timing imply that no
universal framework can contain every type of
antecedent of privacy decision making because the
timing keeps changing the relevance of a wide range of
antecedents in different scenarios. Future research
might study the following questions: How does the
occurrence of personal and external events moderate
the effects of antecedents on privacy decision making?
Which types of events have more influence on
individuals’ privacy decision making? How does
interface design help in managing incongruences
between disclosure intent and behavior due to timing?
Third, the findings on past, present, and future
modalities suggest that privacy decision making is the
result of sensemaking and planning. This time
dimension has implications especially on the
behavioral perspective of privacy decision making. The
reason is that sensemaking is influenced by prior
experience and by cognitive short-cuts, such as herding
and anchoring effects [11]. Sensemaking can be, and
often is, subject to individual differences, which raises
questions about how to capture similarities and
differences in individual responses to interface design
tools that nudge people to disclose information. From a
prospective perspective, researchers have studied how
people’s need for long-term identity management can
influence their disclosure behavior (e.g., see [65]).
However, they have not yet explored how people deal
with conflicts related to long-term needs. To address
this gap, future research might study how individuals
balance their needs for long-term self-representation
and for reminiscence.

5.2. Practical implications
The review findings suggest that, to improve
understanding of users’ privacy decision making,
factors related to and expressing time have to be
explicitly considered. Improved understanding can
help companies design interface elements that not only
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protect users’ privacy but also allow users to enjoy
personalization and other benefits that accrue from
information disclosure. For companies relying on
digital technologies for their business models, the
negative relationship between duration and information
disclosure behavior suggests that technologies need to
be designed to help users manage duration. Without
such design elements, people become less willing over
time to share information or to use technologies. The
uncertainty in the timing dimension indicates that
digital technologies need to become smarter at
predicting emotions and guiding or managing user
disclosure behavior. Technologies that adopt sentiment
detection tools can help users to self-censor and avoid
storing data that users might soon want to delete.
Technologies also need to be more responsive to users’
reactions to external events, such as elections and data
breach news, and to plan for changes in users’ behavior
such as disclosure frequency and amount. In terms of
past, present, and future modalities, digital
technologies can provide users with separate spaces for
long-term self-presentation and reminiscence to avoid
potential tensions.
The time perspective also has implications for
policy makers. For example, policy makers need to
consider the longitudinal management of personal data
collected by digital companies. Is it proper to store and
use historical data of users apart from the data’s
original temporal context? While erasing a person’s
past immoral behavior online can mislead others and
disguise ongoing risks related to the person’s moral
choices, when and how should online users be
guaranteed the right to be forgotten?
This review has several limitations. First, we
abstracted the mechanisms (in italics in Findings) of
how time affects privacy decision making mostly from
qualitative papers in our review. Although the
reviewed papers consist of a mixed set of qualitative
and quantitative studies, the conceptual (e.g., see [53])
or descriptive studies based on interviews (e.g., see
[49]) are more explanatory and provide richer
theoretical grounds. Hence the mechanisms identified,
and the significance of their effects will need empirical
examination. Second, our research focuses on the
generic role of time in information disclosure on digital
technologies, thus we do not consider the potential
differences across varied technologies. Third, the three
time dimensions we used in the content analysis take
the users’ point of view. Future research can consider
how time concepts can be structured and understood
from the technology vendors’ point of view to make
themselves more privacy-protective.
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